Present: AGM-Ian, CO-Shellie, CSO-Brian, CEO-Oded, FCO-Nick, CMO-Aoibhe, CTO-Gunther, 

Absent: XO-Hank, ASO-Stephen, ATO-David, OPS-Matt


Host Quchant says:
Last time on Star Trek:  A Call To Duty: USS Tal-War, the FCO was looking at the wrong end of a gun, and the Tal-War was in pursuit.  They have just picked up the away team including the new CMO, expected life time....two weeks
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<begin Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sitting in the CO chair wishing she was male for just one week::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::materializes in the transporter room and glances at Jordain:: *CO*: Captain, Commander Jordain and myself have returned to the ship.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The CMO materializes in Transporter room 3
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: .....alone....
CEO_Helman says:
::In Main Engineering::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::sits up, alarmed::
CMO_Suder says:
::appears::
CMO_Suder says:
::...alone::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CSO*: Bring up everything you gathered down there please and welcome back.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods at Jordain and heads out of the transporter room, turning towards the nearest turbolift::
CTO_Jordain says:
::nods at Jarvel and steps off the TR pad:: CSO: Can you take care of all that data for now? I need to get to the bridge.. some assistant tactical officer needs to be relieved from duty for now..
CMO_Suder says:
::taps her comm badge as she hefts her duffle onto her shoulder:: *CTO*: Doctor Suder...reporting aboard...is the Captain Busy?
Host Quchant says:
%<Unknown Person holding FCO and team>  ::gets a communication from a colleague::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::glances at the rest of the team, counting mentally to ensure they're all still there::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Arches a brow as he hears an unfamiliar voice:: *CMO* Welcome doctor.. why don't you accompany me to the bridge and meet her in person.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits impatiently for them to arrive::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods:: CTO: I am headed to the bridge as well, Commander.
CTO_Jordain says:
<Tac8 Leader> %::Sighs deeply as he feels his shoulder hurting like hell::
CEO_Helman says:
::squeezes more juice out of the engines::
Host Quchant says:
%<Unk> FCO: You ....*%$$% will....**&$$$ fail
CTO_Jordain says:
CSO: Very well. ::Enters the turbolift and places it on hold until the new CMO arrives::
CMO_Suder says:
::lifts bag, settles uniform jacket and clears throat:: *CTO*: On my way up... ::makes her way out of the TR and sees someone holding a TL door open::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Unk: Who are you?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CSO*: Can you bring up some painkillers with you please?
Host Quchant says:
%<Unk> FCO: No &#$$^^ questions...::smacks the FCO across the face with the gun::
CMO_Suder says:
::steps into TL and plunks bag down at her feet:: CSO: Um, Hi...
CSO_Jarvel says:
::waits patiently in the turbolift with Jordain as he sees the CMO coming:: CMO: Doctor...
Host Quchant says:
<AFCO> CO: Sir...if all the Away Team are aboard...should I set a pursuit course?
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::winces in pain as the butt of the phaser knocks into his jaw::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
AFCO: If they are all aboard then yes.
CMO_Suder says:
::looks at the CSO, then the CTO:: Bot: Going to the bridge?
CTO_Jordain says:
::Releases the TL:: TL: Bridge. ::Turns to CMO:: 
CSO_Jarvel says:
::raises an eyebrow at his communiqué and glances at the CMO:: CO: No Captain, I can not ... I'm sure the Captain is aware that as Chief Science Officer I hold no special medical clearance.
FCO_Ranahi says:
<AFCO Mirez> CO: Yes, sir  ::engages::
CTO_Jordain says:
<Tac8 Leader> %::Almost fades from pain::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*TL*: CSO: Aw c'mon, it doesn't take special training to get a couple of aspirin from the replicator!
CEO_Helman says:
::goes over some of the systems::
CMO_Suder says:
::looks at Jordain and studies his face for a second:: CTO: Jordain, right?...
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::sees the Tac officer fade::  Unk: This man needs medical attention.
Host Quchant says:
%<Unk> ::leaves the FCO and crew::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Tactical board starts with the blinky lights [tm] and indicates presence of target ship
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steps out of the turbolift as it arrives:: CO: Perhaps, since our new CMO has reported aboard, you can discuss it with him. ::heads across the bridge to his station::
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION:  A knocking sound is heard from behind the cell wall at the back
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::grumbles::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%self: What's that?
CTO_Jordain says:
CMO: Indeed. I see you have familiarized yourself with the crew records. ::is interrupted by the TL doors opening::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Exits on to the bridge and sees the blinky lights [tm] on his console, rushes over::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::takes a seat at the Science console and pulls out his tricorder, downloading its memory into the Tal-War's computer::
CMO_Suder says:
::is about to say something to the CTO but sees doors open and shuts her mouth again::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::crawls over slowly to investigate::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for everyone to come over to her chair so she can get this over with::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Takes a look at the readings:: CO: Captain.. we have a sensor contact.
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: tapping continues....gets louder and more intense......dents appear in the wall
CMO_Suder says:
::steps out and plunks her duffel in the corner of the bridge:: Self: hope this is a good time... ::clears throat:: CO: Captain...
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Tac team: Get back....::starts to back away quickly::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Hello Doctor, nice to have you aboard.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::keys in several commands to his console so that it can conduct a scan of the ship manifests versus the Starbase manifest one more time::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Glances at the CMO, then realizes nobody was at tactical when he arrived, taps commbadge:: *SEC_Mori* Where is Mr. Soren?
CMO_Suder says:
::steps down to CO's level:: CO: thank you, sir...it's good to be aboard finally...
CTO_Jordain says:
<SEC_Mori> *CTO* We had him confined to quarters, sir. As you requested..
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: The wall punctures and the edges start to get torn away by someone
CTO_Jordain says:
*SEC_Mori* Thank you, Jordaïn out.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: We have um, a certain difficulty with CMOs but I'll try to get settled in before we run screaming.     ::grin::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Self: What the hell-?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the USS Tal-War is now in pursuit of the ship holding the FCO
CMO_Suder says:
::laughs politely:: CO: Captain, as the most senior ranked member of this crew, your physical will, naturally be first. When can I expect you in Sickbay? ::waits for the excuse::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Do you have a report for me of what happened down there?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::receives feedback from the computer indicating that his original review was accurate, that the name of Gah'dot Soren is the only name that is listed on both manifests::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Oh I have an excuse from God actually.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: ETA?
CTO_Jordain says:
::Configures scan for shield weaknesses and turns to the captain:: CO: Indeed..
CMO_Suder says:
::folds arms and leans on one leg:: CO: Oh?...and that would be?
Host Quchant says:
%<Small Child> ALL: quickly...this way...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: They are against my religion           ::trying to keep from laughing::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Child: What makes you think we'll be any safer with you?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
AFCO: Let me rephrase that.
Host Quchant says:
%<Little girl> FCO: Them big guns...me little girl...capice?
CMO_Suder says:
::smiles a little:: CO: My, my, sir...I don't believe it! that's one I actually haven’t heard before.. well done. ::laughs a little:: you'll still need to report to me though. I can't let you slip through the net...you understand, I’m sure...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
AFCO: At what point will we intercept their path?
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Child: You little girl, you shape-shifter, you big thug working for those....things......capice?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::works on accessing information for a picture of the Gah'dot Soren that was aboard the Bolian transport vessel, as Commander Jordain requested::
FCO_Ranahi says:
<AFCO Mirez> CO: We can keep up with her, Captain, but there's no way we can intercept.
Host Quchant says:
%<LG>FCO:  No shape shifter.  you wanna take the chance and stay here fine...I'm going to try and sabotage the ship....
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
AFCO: I am not asking us to intercept the ship Ensign, I asked when we would intercept the path they were on.          Or have we already found their trail again?
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: Mr. Jarvel and I were able to gain access to the arrival/departure records. Mr. Jarvel ran an efficient comparison search and discovered one name was on both the Bolian freighter's list and a recent one from the Starbase. The name was Lt. Soren. For now I have him confined to quarters until we have more information. Presumably the culprit used Mr. Soren's identity file to gain access..
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::looks at the rest of the Tac team::  Team: Out-argued by a little girl.  Go figure.  Come on, let's move!  ::starts to follow the girl::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: I see.         Very well done, I would hate to throw an innocent in the brig and something does sound fishy.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::finds a picture of transport passenger and digital enhances it until he can make out the features more clearly ... compares it to the Personnel files of Lieutenant Soren and offers a slight grimace of response::
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: Indeed.. Mr. Jarvel is currently going through the data we downloaded.. We will keep you informed of our findings.
CMO_Suder says:
::looks around the bridge, sussing everybody out and is pleased to see she actually recognizes several people from their files::
Host Quchant says:
%<LG> ::unfolds parchment and shows to FCO:: Look...we are here...engines here...weapons here....armory here.....I overheard the transmission that the guards got....they are being pursued by Federation vessel....yours?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::downloads the info into a PADD and stands, walking towards the Chief Tactical Officer:: CTO: Commander, here is a holopic of the Gah'dot Soren that boarded the Bolian Transporter ... as well as a the picture from the Lieutenant's Personnel file. ::hands him the PADD:: CTO: You'll notice they are very similar.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Well since I am busy right now I have to save my next excuse.         You will have to pardon me but I really hate it when people take my crew.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Girl: Most likely.  We need to stop the engines, give the Tal-War a chance to catch us up.
FCO_Ranahi says:
<AFCO Mirez> CO: I have the vessel on Long Range Sensors, sir.
CTO_Jordain says:
::Arches a brow:: CSO: Good work.. ::looks at the picture, and again.. and again..:: CSO: Remarkable..
Host Quchant says:
%<LG>: FCO: ok...this way....
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Can I trouble you for some scans Mr. Jarvel.       I would like to know more about the capabilities of that ship.
CMO_Suder says:
::Nods understandingly:: CO: Of course, Captain...however, the medical records of this ship are in tatters. your last CMO wasn't exactly tidy. I have to get started on full physicals as soon as possible. Is there anyone you can spare right now? ::looks around to see who's not busy, and notices several people trying to 'look' like they have...
CMO_Suder says:
...important stuff to do::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Tac: Take two men and get into that armory.  We'll meet you on the other side of this.  ::runs off with the girl and the rest of the team::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods at the Captain:: CO: Of course, Captain ... would you like scans of anything in particular?
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: the strange vessel shakes...and the FCO and co are knocked about a little in the maintenance corridors
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::steadies himself::  Child: What's with all the shaking?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Tactical sensors go nuts....
CTO_Jordain says:
::Turns to the captain:: CO: We have found some disturbing things, ma'am.. ::Hands her the Padd with the holopic of Mr. Soren..:: CO: This came from the Bolian ship records.
CTO_Jordain says:
<Tac8 Leader> %::Opens an eye and wonders where the FCO went::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Weapons capabilities
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods and turns, heading back towards the science console::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Turns to TAC1 wondering what all this is about..::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: I think you can take Mr. Jarvel after he is done with his scans and sends over the report.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Beeping from Tac console gets quicker and quicker
CTO_Jordain says:
::Sees an incoming fire alert:: CO: Incoming missiles! Shields up.. ::Initiates shields::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Child: How do you know this place?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Open ship wide now!
Host Quchant says:
%<LG> FCO: Weapons fire...
CMO_Suder says:
::smiles:: CO@ Thank you, I’ll have him back as soon as I can... ::steps away and moves to the TL at the back:: CSO: Ens... will you follow me down, or do I have to wait here to make sure? ::lifts up her duffel with a little difficulty::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::turns towards Jordain, raising an eyebrow as he activates a sensor scan and examines the incoming missiles intently::
CMO_Suder says:
::leans on wall to stop herself falling over::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Give him just a second, need him for about five more minutes.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Never mind.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Tal-War gets hit by two quantum torpedoes....everyone does the enterprise shuffle....forwards shields down 15%
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Self: The Tal-War....
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Was anyone hurt?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: OPS Console starts to receive casualty list
CMO_Suder says:
::looks around to see if anyone needs attention::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::grips his console:: CO: Those were quantum torpedoes Captain ... two of them.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Self: Why don't they put a control to open shipwides on this darn chair.        It would be very handy!
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Damages?
CTO_Jordain says:
::Holds on to the console:: CO: Ok, we can't take a lot more of this.. ::Works faster trying to get more shield efficiency::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Looks over to the AFCO:: 
CEO_Helman says:
::sends out damage control crews::
CMO_Suder says:
CO: I'm going to Sickbay... ::steps into TL:: TL: Sickbay...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Nice meeting you!         ::just before the doors close::
CSO_Jarvel says:
CO: Damage reports coming in now, Captain ... no fatalities reported. Minor injuries on all several decks. ::glances at the Doctor:: CMO: You may wish to report to sickbay...
Host Quchant says:
<AOPS> CO: Damage to deck 16....
CMO_Suder says:
::doors shut, CMO smiles wryly:: Self: I get off Risa alive only to get shot at out here... that place is definitely bad luck...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Mr. Jordain, please requisition some kind of controls for shipwide comm-ing on or near the CO chair.        I was unable to warn anyone of incoming this time and that would have prevented some of these injuries.
Host Quchant says:
<AOPS> CO: Tractor control down.....Environmental control damaged...technicians in the main control room are trapped but they say most system are operational...and they will stay at their posts
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
AOPS: What part of Deck 16?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::begins scanning the region, backing up Jordain on sensors as he searches for the source of the weapons fire::
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: You have immediate shipwide comm by tapping that red button on your right armchair, ma'am.. ::Keeps scanning..::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Please analyze that weapons fire, top priority.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: ::looks sheepish::         Thank you.
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: Already on it..
Host Quchant says:
%<LG> FCO: This way.....we can destroy the power conduits from behind engineering......
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::nods and follows::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sigh of relief at hearing the minimal injury list::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::locates the vessel and begins a critical sensor analysis:: CO: Captain, the vessels weapons are still powered.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Evasives, get us out of target range without losing that ship.
CMO_Suder says:
::steps out of TL and rushes forward, relying on her memory to find SB, skids in the door and shoves her bag in her office before grabbing a tricorder::
FCO_Ranahi says:
<AFCO Mirez> CO: Trying, sir.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Little girl leads FCO and crew to parts of ship thru maintenance hatches etc....so they can do what they need to
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::does what he needs to do::
CTO_Jordain says:
<Tac8 Leader> %::Barely keeping up with Ranahi::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::cuts the main power conduit between engineering and the tactical console::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Anything?   I want to know more about who is shooting at us.     Is it the ship we were following or  someone new that just doesn't like the of our nacelles?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::scans the Bolian transport with particular attention to its weapons:: CO: Captain, I would suggest that this Bolian transport vessel has been heavily modified if it is capable of launching quantum torpedoes.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Tactical and Conn consoles get this information at the same time it happens.....The enemy vessel drops out of warp and starts to list
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::takes out propulsion::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::checks the transport shield status::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Are they damaged?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Enemy shields show as wavering and then drop completely
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Comm system activates with an incoming hail from enemy ship
CMO_Suder says:
ALL: Right...I’m the new CMO... hi all... I’ll talk to you all later, right now we have things to do, scrapes to heal... ::smiles:: lets get to work...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Can you get the phone please?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::raises an eyebrow starkly to the ceiling:: CO: I don't know sir ... but their shields are down. I am not detecting Mister Ranahi's commbadge aboard the transport.
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: It's the same one.. ::sees the readings..:: CO: Aha! Their shields just went down.. ::hears the com bleep::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::looks up at an incoming hail comes in from the ship, very confuse just what they'll get here ... begins to scan the transport to see if they are preparing to abandon ship::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Why don't you try scanning for his signature if you can't find his badge.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Alert the transporter room.      If they find his signal I want him out of there since the shields are down.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods:: CO: I have him, Captain ... establishing a sensor lock. The transporter room should be able to beam him aboard so long as the transports shields remain down.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Team: Looks like we've done it.  Let's hope they can find us.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: With no badge tell them its okay to beam out anyone too close.     Just send them all to the brig, stun them and we can sort good and bad out later.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Incoming transmission from enemy ship indicates their surrender
CTO_Jordain says:
::Arches brows:: CO: They surrender? ::Taps a few commands:: All tactical teams except for team 8 are standing by to board that ship, ma'am..
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Send acceptance.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Proceed with caution.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::finds it unusual that the vessel surrendered so quickly:: CTO: Did we even fire on them, Commander?
CTO_Jordain says:
::Nods at the captain and gives the go-ahead on the TAC teams:: CSO: In fact, we did not..
CSO_Jarvel says:
CTO: It could be a trap then ... if you recall, these individuals specialize in hidden explosive devices. It may be wise to not board the transport. ::begins scanning the ship for explosives::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Scan that ship for a damage report please.
CTO_Jordain says:
::Holds the teams:: CSO: Wise..
CMO_Suder says:
::scanning a broken wrist...attached to a patient, of course...::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Tactical teams board the ship to find all the crew surrendering and the FCO and company hiding behind a wall in engineering.....a transmorphing cloak is found in the enemy captain's quarters
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Teams:  Nice of you to come to our rescue....::is helped out of the wall::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: USS Tal-War effects repairs to the tractor beams and tractors the enemy ship back to the local Starbase with the enemy crew in the bridge
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Report to Sickbay when you have been debriefed please.
CTO_Jordain says:
::Refocused to the investigation of Mr. Soren and requests Mr. Jarvel's assistance::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Sickbay*: I am sending you your first vic- er I mean patient.
FCO_Ranahi says:
*CO* Aye, sir.  Good to hear your voice, Captain.
CMO_Suder says:
*CO*: Send them on down, we're having a ball here...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Great to hear yours Mr. Ranahi, you were missed.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::receives reports of a transmorphing cloak in the Captain of the transports possession:: CTO: The Away Team has reported a transmorphing cloak aboard the Bolian Transport ... in theory, such a device would allow the wearer to assume any form.
CTO_Jordain says:
::Finds enough to clear Mr. Soren's name and re-instates him to full active duty::
FCO_Ranahi says:
*CO* Thank you, sir.
CTO_Jordain says:
CSO: Great work, Mr. Jarvel.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods, thinking Jordain is a little too giving in his praise:: CTO: It is only a theory, Commander...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for her crew to do their jobs and awaits reports::
CMO_Suder says:
::finishes with wrist and starts on broken nose::
CMO_Suder says:
::different patient::
CTO_Jordain says:
::Mildly smiles at Jarvel's Vulcan thinking:: CSO: It is.. Mr. Soren will have to be talked to about this matter anyway.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO, CSO: Reports please.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::defers to the officer of greater rank bowing slightly at Jordain::
CMO_Suder says:
::looks around Sickbay, amazed at how much smaller this one is compared to her last post:: Self: just have to get used to it, I guess...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO, CSO: If you are too busy right now I can wait but please send them down to my quarters when they are finished.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::types his report and transmits it to the CO::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: I am off duty Mr. Jordain, you have the bridge.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Please don't stay up late tonight folks, we are not through yet.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
TL: Captain's Quarters.
CTO_Jordain says:
CO: Aye ma'am.. you'll have my report ASAP. ::Looks at the big chair [tm]::
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



